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1 Introduction 

Let K = (Kl ... Kn) be a n-tuple of convex compact subsets in the Euclidean space Rn, and let V(·) 
be the Euclidean volume in Rn. It is well known Herman Minkowski result (see for instance [5]), that 
the value of the VKP'IKl + ... AnKn} is a homogeneous polynomial of degree n, called the Minkowski 
polynomial, in nonnegative vo.riables Al ...An , where "+" denotes Millkowski sum, and AK denotes the 
dilatation of K with coefficient A. The coefficient V(Kl ... K n) of Al·A2" "An is called the mixed volume 
of KJ ... K n. Alternatively, 

an 
V(Kl ... K n } = aAl ..BA VK(AJK1 + ... AnKn)· 

n 

Mixed volume is known to be monotone [5] , namely Ki ~ L i , for i = 1, ... , n, implies V(K1 ... K n ) ::;; 

V(L1 ... L n }. In particular, it is always nonnegative and therefore all the coefficients of the Minkowski 

polynomial VK are nonnegative real numbers. 

The corresponding Brunn-Minkowski theory, which is the backbone of convex geometry and its nu

merous applications, is about various implications of the fact that the functional (VK(A1K1 + ... AnKn»* 

is concave on the nonnegative orthant R+ {(Ab ...An ) : Ai :::: O}. Its generalization, Alexandrov-


Ok 1
Fenchel theory, is based on the fact that the functionals (D.Al ... 8.A. VK(O, .. ,0, Ak+l • ... , An) n=-r are con
cave on R~-k for all 1 ::;; k ::;; n - 1. 
The problem of computing the mixed volume of convex bodies is also important for combinatorics and 
algebraic geometry [9]. For instance, the number of toric solutions to a generic system of n polynomial 
equations on en is equal (and in a general case is upper bounded by) to the mixed volume of the Newton 
polytopes of the the corresponding polynomials (see for instance [26] and [5]). 

1.1 Previous Work 

This remarkable connection, called BKK Theorem, created an "industry" of computing (exactly) the 
mixed volume of integer polytopes and its various generalizations, and most of algorithms in the area are 
of exponential runing time ([19],[11], [13J and many more). Most of researchers in the "industry" don't 
bother to formally write down the complexity, they rather describe the actual amount of the computer 
time. Altough there was a substantial algorithmic activity Oil the mixed volume of polytopes prior to 
[9J , the paper [9) was first, to our knowledge, systematic complexity-theoretic study ill the area. It 
followed (naturally) famous FPRAS algorithms [8) for volumes of convex bodies, solved several natural 
problems and posed many important hard questions.The existence of FPRAS for the mixed volume even 
for polytopes or ellipsoids is still very open problem. 
Efficient polynomial-time probabilistic algorithms that approximate the mixed volume extremely tightly 
((1 +€ )-factor) were developed for some classes of well-presented convex bodies [9). The algorithms in [9J 
are based on the multivariate polynomial interpolation and work if and only if the number k of distinct 
convex sets iII the tuple K is "small", Le. k O(log(n)). 
The first efficient probabilistic algorithm that provides a nO(n)-factor approximation for arbitrary well
presented proper convex bodies was obtained by Barvinok in [2]. Barvinok's algorithms start with re
placing convex bodies by ellipsoids. This first step already gives nO(nLfactor in the worst case. After 
that the mixed volume of ellipSoids is being approximated with a simply exponential factor cn by two 
randomized algorithms, one of those deals with approximation of the mixed discriminant. 
The question of existence of an efficient deterministic algorithm for approximating the mixed volume 
of arbitrary well-presented proper convex bodies with an error depending only on the dimension was 

posed in [9]. The authors quote a lower bound (Barany-Furedi bound) [IJ of (n Co~n)) i for the 

approximation factor of such an algorithm. (Notice that Barvinok's randomized algorithm [2J does not 
beat the Barany-Furedi bound.) 
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Deterministic polynomial-time algorithms that approximate the mixed volume with a factor of nO(n) 

were given, for a fixed number of distinct proper convex bodies in K (KI ...K n ), in [2], [9]. Fi
nally , a deterministic polynomial-time algorithm that approximates the mixed volume with a fac
tor of nO(n) in the general case of well-presented compact convex sets was given in [15] ,[16]. Let 
A = (A), ... , An) be an n-tuple of n x n complex matrices; the corresponding determillantal poly
nomial is defined as DetA(AI! ... , An) det(L:I<i<n AiAi). The mixed discriminant is defined as 

D(AI' ... , An) = a)..l~~a).. .. DetA(AI, ... , An)· Simil~ly to the randomized algorithm from [2] , the al
gorithm in [15] ,[16] reduced the approximation of the mixed volume of well-presented compact convex 
sets to the approximation of the mixed volume of ellipsoids, this first step gives nO(n).factor in the 
worst case. And the mixed volume of ellipsoids is approximated by (D(AI' ... , An)} ~ of the corresponding 
positive s~nidefinite matrices Ai t O. This second step adds R to the multiplicative approximation 

'>=- error (soo inequality (??) below). 
And the appoximation of the mixed discriminant was relaxed by some CA)nvex optimization problem 
(geometric programming). In order to prove the accuracy of the convex relaxation, the author proved 

the mixed discriminant analogue of the Van der Waerden conjecture on permanents of 
!':tOf'ha.'ltic matrices [221 , which was posed by R. V. Bapat in 

: the interpolational approach from the restriction that the number of 
distinct convex sets is O(log(n)); the approaches from exponential 
approximation factor en because of the initial approximation 

It was proved in the recent paper [?] by author that there exists a randomized poly-time algorithm 
approximating the mixed volume of n well· presented compact convex sets in Rn with relative accuracy 
n: :::::: en. If the convex sets are presented by oracles, then, because of Barany-Furedi bound, even n. 
such accuracy can not be achieved by a deterministic poly-time 

If the case of small affine dimension of the convex sets the algorithm from [?] a better exponent. 
For instance, if the affine dimensions aff(K;) S; 2 : 3 S; is; n then the corresponding relative accuracy 
is bounded by (1 + J2)n. 

The mixed volume of parallelograms in Rn 

Let X = {X I, .'" xd c Rn be a finite subset of real n-dimensional vectors. A zonotope Zonx is defined 
as 

Zonx = { L a;Xi : 0 S; ai S; 1, 1 ~ i k} 
l'Si9 

We also associate with the subset X = {XI, ... , Xd c Rn the following positive semidefinite matrix 

P8Dx = LXiX;' 
199 

Given n finite subsets Xi eRn, the mixed volume 

V(ZonXl' ... , Zonx.J = det([YlL 
Y,EX, l'Si'Sn 

and the mixed discriminant 

D(P8Dx " ... ,P8Dx J = L 
Y,EX,:I$i'Sn 
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A zonotope Zon(Xh X z ) =: {aXI + bX2 : 0 S a, b S I} is called pamllelogmm. 
If the mixed volume MV =: V(Zon(X1.U,XI,J), ... , Zon(Xi •U, Xi,d, ... , Zon(Xn •lI , Xn.d) =j; 0, then we 
can assume, modulo poly-time preprocessing, that {X;,u = et, i SiS n} is the standard basis in Rn. 
Define a n x n matrix A [Yd ... lYnJ, Yi = X i •1 and PSD rank two matrices Qi eief + +YiYl. 
Then the mixed volume 

MV MV(A) L det(As,s) I 
SC{I, ...•n} 

and the mixed discriminant 

D(Qh ... ,Qn) =: D(A) L Idet(As,sW, (3) 
SC{l, ....n} 

where As,s is the mrresponding principal submatrix of A and det(A,) 1. 

If the matrix A is principally unimodular, i.e. Idet(As.s)1 E {O, I}, them MV(A) DCA). 

Notice that 


Di s MV s 2iD! 

2.1 Generalized Mixed Discriminants and Mixed Volumes 

Given k pairs of vectors (Xi, Yil E Rn : 1 Sis k we define the mixed discriminant 

GD(CXI' Yd, ... , (Xk' Yk)) det[Xj, det[Yh 1· .. lYj"W (5)L 
ISjl<... <j,,$k 

and the generalized mixed volume 

GV((X1 , Yd, ... , (Xk , Yk )) 1 .. IXj,.]1 ]1L 
ISj,<···<j,,9< 

The formula (6) generalizes the mixed volume of zonotopes V(Zonx" ... , Zonx.), the formula 
generalizes the mixed discriminant of positive semidefinite tuples D(PSDx1 , ... , PSDx n ). In these both 
cases the corresponding pairs of vectors are {e;, Y;) : Yi E Xi; 1 SiS 

Definition 2.1: Consider k vectors VI,"" Vk E Rn,n S k and k vectors ,,,,,Zk Rk-n. We define 
Xi = Vi e 0 E Rk, Wi 0 e Zi E Rk and correspondingly 

Ai X,X; + Wiwt V;v,. e ZiZt,P; = Zon(Xi, 

The tuples of block-diagonal rank two PSD matrices (A I, .... and parallelograms (PI, ... , P,,;) arc 
called direct sum rank two tuples .• 

2.2 Dual Geometric Matroids 

Consider n x k matrix 
: 1 SiS n,l S j S k} = M = [AlB] over an arbitrary commutative field. We assume that 

k ?: n, and n x n matrix A is nonsingular. Notice that [AlB] = A[IIA-I B]. 
Let C be an k - n x k n matrix such that dct(C) = det(A). Define the following k n x k matrix over 
the same field: 

Dual(M) = C[BT(A-l)TII] (7) 
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Fact 2.2: Consider a subset S {I S i; < ... < in S k} c {l, ... ,k}. Define the 

Ms = {M(i,j) : 1 SiS n,j E S} and the n - k x n - k 

I) : 1 S k S n k, I S'. Here the subset S' == {I, ... , k} - S is the (;UIllplllll~m 


det(Ms) = det(Dual(M)s') 	 (8) 

For a proof, consider WLOG the case A I, C = I. 

2.3 The reduction to direct sum rank two case 

Theorem 2.3: 

1. 	 Let k pairs of vectors (X;, Yi) E Rn : 1 SiS k be given. Then there is a deterministic polynomial 
time algorithm (preprocessing) which outputs a direct sum rank two matrix tuple A (Al! ... , Ak ) 

such that 
Yi), ..., 

The Generalized Mixed Discriminant can be represented as the Mixed Discriminant 
of a direct sum rank two tuple. 

2. 	 Let k pairs of lIectors (X" Yi) Rn: 1 SiS k be given. Then there is a deterministic polynomial 
time algorithm (preproceM;ing) which outputs aspecial rank two parallelogram tuple P = (PI, ... , Pk ) 

such that 
GV«XI , Yd, .. ·, (Xk' Yk )) = V(p[, ... , Pk) 	 (10) 

The Generalized Mixed Volume can be represented as the Mixed Volume of a direct 
sum rank two tuple of parallelograms. 

Proof: Define the following n x k matrix M = [Yd ... IYk ]. If Rank(M) < n then 
GD«Xl' Yr), .... (X", Yd) = GV«X1, Yd, ... , (Xk. Yd) = V(Ph ... , Pk) = O. 
If Rank(M) = n then, up to some permutations 1f E Sk of columns, M [AlB]: A is n x n nonsingular 
matrix. Obviously, such block-representation can be found in poly-time; also the k n x k matrix 

defined in (7), can be constructed in poly-time. Let Zl, ... , Zk E Rk-n be the ordered columns 
as ill Defillition (2.1), dinxt sum rank two 

Pi = Zon(Xi, W;) C Rk : Xi = Vi EEl 0 E Rk, Wi = 0 6) Zj E Rk; 1 SiS k. 
It follows now from (1) and (8) that 
GV«X1 , Yd, ... , (X", Yk)) V(Pt, .... Pk). The mixed discriminant statement (9) follows in the similar 
way. I 

Remark 2.4: Consider homogeneolls multilinear determinantal polynomials polYllomials: 

PX(OI, ... ,Ok) det( 2: o,X,Xn,py{Q[, .. ·,Ok) = det( 2: o,YiY.*): Xi, Yi E en. 
l$i:'Sk 	 l:Si:Sk 

Define the following product 

(Px *py )(01, ... , ( II OJ)Px(Qj, ... ,Ok)py(Q1l, ... , 1) 
l:'Si:Sk 

Dolvnomial (Px is a homogeneous n"lunm·"j in k variables and of k and the 
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f:i
GD((X1,vd,.·.,(Xk,Yk» ~ {] (Px*py)(O, ... ,O). 

0:1 .. · O:k 

What we proved in Theorem (2.3) is that the polynomial (Px * py) is, in fact, determinantal: 

(px *py )(0:1, ... , O:k» L O:i(XiX; ffi Zi Z;)), 
199 

and (k n)-dimensional vectors can be effectively computed. In the same way, the *-product of multi

linear Minkowski polynomials is also Minkowski polynomial. I 


Example 2.5: Let A be n x n with boolean entries, k be the number of in the cOlTesponding 

bipartite graph: 

k cA.rd(Edge(A»,Edge(A) = ((i,j) : A(i,j) 

Consider k pairs of n-dimensional vectors {(Xl> Yd, ... , (Xb Yk)} = {(e;, ej) : (i,j) E Edge(A)}. 

The the permanent 


PereA) = GD((XJ, Yd, ... , (Xk' Yk» = GD((XI' Yd, ...,(Xkt Yk ». 

Consider now 3-regular case and assume that A(i, i) = 1 : 1 ~ i ~ n: 

{{XI, Yd, ... , (X:!n, Yin)} {{el, ... , (en, en); (el, ... , (en, e",(I), ... , (en, e",(n))}' 

where 11"1,11"2 are two non-overlaping permutations without fixed points. We can these pairs as 
the following 2n x k matrix: 

I 
PM= (~ M(1I"2) ) , 

where M{1I"1),M(1I"2) are the corresponding permutation matrices. Application of the dual matroid 
construction (7) used in the proof of Theorem (2.3) gives k pairs {{X I, Zd, ... , (Xk' Zd}, Zj E 

depicted below a.':i 3n x 3n matrix: 

( I I I)
N PM 	 (M{1I"1)?' I 0 

{M{1I"2)}T 0 I 

It follows from (2, 3) that in this 3-regular case 

PereA) L det(Ks,s)1 L Idet{Ks,s)1 2 
, 

SC{I, .. ,,:ln} SC{l, .. ,.:!n} 

where principally unimodular 3n x 3n matrix K = N P M I. 

I 

2.4 #P-Completeness 

The following theorem, which follows from the reduction in the pl'evios section, shows that computing 
as the mixed volume MV{A) as well the mixed discriminant MD(A) is #P Complete even if A is 
principally unimodular very sparse boolean matrix. 

Theorem 2.6: 
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1. 	 Let 71"0,71"1,71"2 E Sn be three non-overlaping permutations,7I"0 is the identity permutation. Define the 
next 3n x 3n matrix 

K 	= (~T ~), D = [/,/], C = [M(7I"t}, M(7I"2)]' 

Then K is principally unimodular and MV(K) = MD(K) = Perm(I + M(7I"t} + M(7I"2))' 

2. 	 The permanent Perm(I + M(7I"t} + M(7I"2)) is equal to the number of perfect matchings in the 
corresponding 3-regular bipartite groph. Therefore, see for instance [21J, computing MV(K) as 
well M D(K) is #P - Complete. 

Remark 2.1: 

1. 	The parallelograms appearing in Theorem (2.6) are as follows: 
Zon(e[, e(7rtl-'(I) + e 7r2 )-'(I)), ... , Zon(en , e(7rtl-'(n) + e(7r2)-'(n)); 

Zon(en +l, et}, ... , Zon(e2n, en); Zon(e2n+1. el), ... , Zon(e:ln , en). 


2. 	 The #P-Completeness of the (mixed discriminant of rank two PSD matrices) M D(A was proved in 
[7]. The proof in [?] is much more complicated comparing with the present paper, more importantly 
it does not apply to the principally unimodular matrices . 

• 
3 Deterministic poly-time approximation algorithms 

3.1 A few words on randomized algorithm from [?] 

A randomized algorithm from [?] based on the next inequality: 

Theorem 3.1: Let K = (K[ ... K n ) be a n-tuple convex compact subsets in the Euclidean space R n and 
af( i) be the affine dimension of Ki , 1 :S i :S n. Devine the capacity of a Minkowski volume polynomial 
VK as 

VK(x[, ... ,xn )( ) - inf IT T .Cap VK - x,>():l~i~n [~i~n' 1 

Define the next function >'(n, k): 

8vn dx) I L x .(n)>.(n,k) = (min( , ))- ,svn,dx) = 1 + (-)'. ;n,k:::: 1. (11 )
x>o X 	 n l 

l~i~k 

Then the following inequality holds : 

Cap(VK) :::: V(Kt, ... , Kn ):::: II >.(i, rnill(i, af(i)))Cap(VK) (12) 
[~i~n 

As the affine dimension of parallelograms is at most 2, we get in our parallelogram case that 

Cap(VK) :::: V(K[, ... , Kn) :::: ~(1 + vIz)2- nCap(VK) 	 (13) 
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So, in order to get (1 + J2)n relative accuracy it is sufficient to approximate log(Cap(VK» with an 
addtive error 0(1). log(Cap(VK» is a solution of the next convex minimization problem: 

log(Cap(VK» = inf log(VK(eYl , •.• , 
YI+···+Y.=O 

To solve this convex problem we need an oracle evaluating log(VK(eY1 , ••. , eUn » with small additive 
error. Unfortunatelly, it was proved in [9] that computing the volume of a Minkowski sum of paral
lelograms is #P-Complete. Therefore it is not clear whether a randomized algorithm from [?l can be 
derandomized. 

3.2 Another failed approach 

In order to get a 2n -approximation algorithm it would be sufficient to compute maxs Idet(As.sl. It was 
proved in [?] that this maximization problem is NP-Complete. 

3.3 H-Stable polynomials 

A homogeneous polynomial P(Xl' ... , Xn) with nonnegative coefficients is called H-Stable if P(Zb •.. , z,,) =I°provided that the real parts Re(zi) > 0,1:5 i :5 n. 

Let A = (Al> ... , An) be an n-tuple of n x n complex hermitian PSD matrices; the corresponding 
determinantal polynomial is defined as DetA(>'l. ... , An) = det{Ll<i<n AlA;). We benefit in this paper 
from the fact that the polynomial VetA is H-Stable if it is not zero~i.e. if the sum Ll<i<n Ai >- 0 (is 
positive definite). It is easy to see that the degree degDetA (i) of the variable Ai in the pofynomial DetA 
is equal degDetA(i) = Rank(Ai). 

We need the next general result from 

Theorem 3.2: Let P be H-Stable polynomial with nonnegative coefficients in n lIariables and of degree 
n. Define G(k) =: (k;l)k-l,k ~ 1 

Then the following inequalitity holds 

> an p(O,
Cap(p) - aXl ... aX ~ IT G(min(i,degp(i)))Cap(p) 

n 
2~i::;n 

Theorem 3.3: Let A = (A), ... , An) be an n-tuple of n x n complex hermitian PSD matrices. A.~.~ume 
that Rank(A;):5 2: 1:5 i:5 n- [klog)(n)], where k is a fixed integer. Then there exists a deterministic 
poly-time algorithm approximating the mixed discriminant D(Al, ...,An ) with the relative accumcy~. 

Proof: [Sketch] Assume WLOG that the mixed discriminant D(Al' ... , An) > 0 and the tuple A = 
(Ah ... , An) is indecomposable as defined in [15], [16]. 

Define the next polynomial iIll =: n - [klog(n)] variables and of degree I: 

an-I 
q(Xl' ...,x,) = ~ a DetA(xl, ... ,x/,O, ... , 

-XIH'" xn 

Then q is also H-Stable and degq(i) :5 2,1 :5 i :5 l. Note that 

(j 
D(A l , ... , An) = '" a q(O, ... , 0). 

Xl." XI 
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ha.<; unique solution and the minimum value can be approximated with an additive error 
we remark that to 

It follows from (15) that 
1 < Cap(q) < 21-' :::::; 2:. 

- D(Al, ... , An) - n 

We need to compute now log(Cap(q)) with an additive error 0(1). Since the tuple A = (A" ... ,An) is 
indecomposable hence the polynomial q is indecomposable as defined in [18]: 

(j 
-!XjaX ' II .. ax q(O, ... ,0) > 0 : 1 < i -4- J' < l (16) 

J m!-(I•.1) m - r - . 

The condition guaranties that convex minimization problem 

, ... , ell»)) 

polynomial number of evaluatiolls of the polynomial q. Finally, 
... ,xll one needs to compute just O(nk+l) determinants of some effectivelv 

matrices. Therefore there exists a number F(k) = exp(log(Cap(q) + 
poly-time, such that 

2nD(A" ... ,An) 
1:::; F(k) :::;nk' 

I 

Using the inequality (4), we get that 


2n
MV
1:::; --, S--,:-. (17)

F(k)'i n'i 

Corollary 3.4: Given a tuple of parallelogmm.~ 

(K" ... , Kn); Ki = {aX; + bY; : 0 S a,b S 1; X;, Yi E R"}, 1 :::; i :::; n 

and integer number k, there exists a number H(k), computable l1t dete17ninistic poly-time, such that 

MV 2"
1<--<

- H(k) - n~' 

Proof: Consider rank 2 PSD matrices Ai = X;Xr + y;y?, and the number F(k) from (17). It follows 
from the inequality (4) that 

MV 2"
1<--<

- F(k}t - ni' 

Therefore, we get that the number H(k) = F(k)! satisfies the next inequality: 

MV 2"1<--<
- H(k) - n~' 

I 
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